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Maths is so much more fun when combined with a robot, painting, weaving and colour!
Practising counting with an abacus boosts calculation skills, improves problem-solving
abilities and increases endurance for pressure. This craft is fun for children of all ages. The
more advanced mathematicians can replace the pasta with smaller materials such as pieces
of straws or beads to increase the count.

Materials Required: 
1. Cardboard, look for an old box laying around at home
2. Sosatie Stick
3. Pastel Crayons, koki’s, paint or anything that adds colour
4. Paper fasteners, glue or stapler
5. Rope, string or wool
6. Thick needle, paper clip or safety pin
7. Pasta with a hole (like macaroni or penne), beads or small pieces of straws
8. Paper
9. Pen or permanent marker

My Robot Abacus Toy



My Robot Abacus Toy

Cut out a large cardboard 
rectangle,± the size of an A4 
paper.

Paint over the crayons and 
koki’s with watercolour or 
any other paint you have 
at home.

Take a long piece of wool, 
string or rope and tie a thick 
needle or paper clip or safety 
pin to the one end.

1 Punch 5 holes at the top 
and 5 at the bottom of the 
cardboard using the sharp 
end of your sosatie stick. 

2 Cut out a cardboard head, 
arms and legs for your robot.3

Decorate your robot using 
pastel crayons or koki’s.4 5
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My Robot Abacus Toy

Connect the arms and legs in 
the same way.

Now it’s time to play (and 
learn)! Cut a piece of paper so 
that it can slide in under your 
abacus’ strings. Write numbers 
or sums on the paper and count 
them out by sliding the pasta 
pieces up and down.

Connect your robot’s head 
using a paper fastener, glue or 
staples. 
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This is what it should look 
like when you are done 
threading, each string 
should contain 5 pieces of 
pasta.

Thread the wool, string or 
rope through the holes you 
created (from the back to the 
front) and add 5 pieces of 
pasta to each string.

7 8 9 Secure the rope at the 
back by making a knot or 
using tape to stick it down 
so that it does not slip out.
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